Book 30
Moshe Siselsender
Netzech Israel Lo
Ishaker Eternal
Israel does not LIE -
enigma of Jewish
survival : Where was
God during the
holocaust? Enigma
Jewish Survival
Jews are so smart why?
Jews eternally are loners isolated shunned. Why?
Will a two state solution to Arab Israeli conflict = peace or salami
pieces for Jews in Israel?

CHAPTER 1
THE DREAMS OF YITZCHOK BARDIZOVER

THE FOLLOWING IS A
PLAY OF A HUMBLE JEW WHO IN HIS DREAM SUMMONS GOD
God is summoned

THE SIX MILLION JEWS AND ONE MILLION CHILDREN AT THE HANDS OF THE NAZIS WITH THE COMPLETE COOPERATION OF THE EUROPEANS AND THE ROOSEVELT ADMINISTRATION. WHERE WAS GOD? WHY DID HE NOT INTERVENE AND PERFORM A MIRACLE TO SAVE THEM? HOW CAN WE BELIEVE IN A GOD WHO FORSAKES HIS CHILDREN?
God’s RESPONSE TO CHARGE [1] [ALL THIS IS IN THE DREAM ]
I GOD AM BEYOND TIME AND SPACE. ONE NOT GOD CAN NOT COMPREHEND THE WAYS OF GOD. MAN/WOMAN MUST ACCEPT NO MATTER HOW BITTER HEART RENDERING AND TERRIBLE WHAT EVER HAPPENS. THERE EXISTS JUSTICE AND MERCY. ALL THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD ARE REFLECTED IN EVERYTHING THAT
Man who is finite cannot comprehend all this which is infinite. To man the holocaust is incomprehensible.

I God did perform miracles during the holocaust.

I God did save 12 million Jews who were not harmed. These were the Jews living in the
Allied countries. True 6 million Jews were murdered but 12 million were saved.

These Jews were saved because I God planted ideas in the minds of the Nazi forces to do stupid things and as a result they lost the war.

It was me God who planted the idea in the mind of Hitler to attack Russia instead of finishing off England.
It was me God who planted in the mind of the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor destroy the American fleet. This attack precipitated the USA to enter the war against Germany as well as Japan.

With the USA involved Hitler was out gunned and out manned.

It was me God who planted the hatred in the minds of the Nazis for Jewish science math
physics medicine and music. As a result Hitler drove out of Germany all Jewish physicians scientists and intellectuals starting in 1935.

A result these men came to the allies and helped develop the atom and hydrogen bomb.

50 % of all doctors in Germany were Jews although
Jews comprised no more than 1% of the German population. There were 600,000 Jews in a total German population of 60 million. Between 1935-1945 after Germany threw out all the Jewish doctors the there were 7 million German civilian deaths from diseases. The German army suffered 3 and one half million casualties killed in the second World War.

Thus as a result of Germany throwing out all its Jewish
doctors they suffered twice as many deaths than those soldiers killed in the war.

I God planted in the head of Hitler and his generals to attack Russia and get bogged down in the battle of Stalingrad. The Germans lost 1 million soldiers in the war against Russia.

Thus I God was not sleeping but was actively engaged in saving billions of my non
Jewish children in the free world. That is how the 12 million Jews in the free world survived.

I God planted in the head of Isabelle Queen of Spain in 1492 Commission Columbus to find a new route to India. Columbus sailed the Atlantic and discovered Americas. Americas are the place of refuge of all persecuted minorities. America -the USA under Truman was the first
country in 1947 to recognize the resurrected State of Israel.

I God did not save all the Jews because I God give man the freedom the free will of electing to do every thing; even of killing.

However I God bring back to life all those individuals who were killed. They are brought back to life as is recorded in the Bible Ezekiel Chapter 37.
They are brought back to life through reincarnation as recorded in the Zohar.

The wicked the murderers are punished. The Europeans and the Nazis are punished. No one who commits a crime gets away free.
The Jewish State of Israel was reincarnated in 1948. Each day the Jewish state survives is a Miracle. The State survives by a miracle. I God help those who help themselves. I God will not perform a miracle unless people fight. In order to have a candle light up you must first have a candle. Then you light it. In order for me God to perform a miracle the Jews must fight. They must use their heads. They can not return Judea and
Samaria to the Arabs. I God will not save them if they are idiots. I God can deal with atheists; but I will not deal with idiots. I God will help the Jews against the Arabs who call themselves Palestinians. But Israel will God forbid be lost and the Jews exiled again if they are stupid and return Judea and Samaria and the old city of Jerusalem to the Arabs.

The Europeans who are the
incarnation of all evil since the original snake who tempted Adam and Eve are the power and brains to have the Jews commit suicide and return Judea and Samaria and Jerusalem to the Arabs.

I God did and perform presently miracles. All that I God ask is for Jews not to be stupid. Is that too much? The Jews themselves God forbid will cause a new holocaust otherwise
I God do not need the acceptance of all the Europeans.
I gave Israel to the Jews if the Europeans like it or not.
If Israel will be alone and shunned by all the world; but will remain alive, I God am happy.

Jews do not need the agreement endorsement or accolades from the
Europeans or all of the non Jewish world for remaining alive. The whole world kept silent or were actively engaged in the murder of Jews for the last 2000 years. The whole world are guilty in the murder of six million Jews and one million Jewish children 1940-1945.

It is this same world now who are pressuring the Jews to surrender Judea Samaria Golan
Gaza Jerusalem - the heartland of historic Israel. Why?

Because they do not give up. They are continuing in their quest of eliminating the Jew. The world has concocted a non-existing people the Palestinians for one purpose only - to replace the Jews and destroy Israel.
Jews are not asking for permission to keep Judea Samaria Golan Jerusalem from the Europeans and the rest of the non Jewish world.

Jews are not asking these murderers for recognition. Jews are not asking them to give us a Bachelors Masters or PHD degree that we have to meet their requirements.

These murderers who are
responsible for the deaths of six million Jews and one million Jewish children can not get used to the idea that Jews are now independent. Jews no longer are under the control of these subhumans.

Jews do not subscribe to their principles and are not bound by their slogans.
Chapter 2

Yes, there exists one international law that Jews subscribe. Namely, conquest of another country is null and void.

Thus the land of Israel- The Northern Jewish kingdom home to the ten tribes who were
conquered and exiled all over the world and have been lost by the Assyrians in 770 BCE is null and void.

The conquest of the Babylonians Nebuchadnezzar in 576 BCE of the remaining two tribes Judah and Benjamin and exiling the Jews to Babylonia likewise is null and void.

The conquest of Rome of Judea in 66 BCE and the exile
of the Jews after the revolt against Rome in 70 ACE and again in 130 ACE likewise is null and void.

Likewise the conquest of Jordan of Judea Shomron and the old City of Jerusalem in 1948 is likewise null and void.

Thus the Jews LIVING AND SETTLING TODAY JUDEA Shomron Golan and the old city of Jerusalem are with in their
rights. They are 1 million percent legal in the words pronouncements principles and standards of the international community.

Thus we are taking the laws promulgated by the international community and drawing them to their logical conclusion.
All the Arabs in Israel are illegal occupiers. All of them must leave.

100 years experience with these Arabs especially the last 20 years of the Oslo agreement has proven that every Arab is a threat to the life of every Jew.

The meaning of Palestinian = murder for Jews. Oslo was a laboratory test and harbinger of what to expect if the Palestinians get recognition.
from Israel to establish a state of their own.

The Palestinians will have all the 6 million Arab refugees return and settle in their part of the two state solution. These Palestinians will form an army and destroy Israel.

Forget about the Arab demand of right to return to Israel proper. To the part of Israel that Jews will keep.
The Palestinian refugees even if they go to the Palestinian state represent a mortal threat to Jewish lives and the existence of Israel.

I never said that the Two State solution is not viable.

However let us move the situs the application of the two state solution to Jordan.
Let all the Palestinians go to Jordan and establish an independent state there.

After all the territory comprising Jordan was part of the original mandate promised to the Jews to establish a Jewish homeland. In 1922 Great Britain sliced off 75% of the area and created an Arab State.

Let the Palestinians Jordan and
establish a Palestinian state over there.

Or else let them go to England and establish a Palestinian state with part of London as their capital.

Or else establish a Palestinian State in France with part of Paris as the capital.

Or else go to Norway with part of Oslo as the capital.
Or else go to Holland and establish a Palestinian state there. Or else go to Denmark or Switzerland and establish a Palestinian state there.
Chapter 3

Jews always were isolated. This was stated in the Bible Book of Numbers by the non Jewish prophet Bilaam. “I see a people who dwell alone.”

Jews survived 2000 years. The mighty Romans Greeks Persians are history.
Jews are the only ancient people who survived.

Jews baffled historians like Toynbee and dictators like the Czars in Russia and Hitler how they survived?

Jewish survival is an enigma. The answer to this enigma is that I God willed it that Jews exist. See Isaiah 54:9,10 “Just like I God decreed that there be no more floods like in the days of Noah when the whole world
wa destroyed; so I God decree that the Jewish people will never be destroyed.”

Even Christian theologians claim that the existence and survival of the Jews is the greatest proof of the proof that the Bible was given by God. The resurrection of the State of Israel is further proof of the truth of the Bible.
Chapter 4

The Russian Czar in 1880 killed tens of thousands of Jews and millions of Jews departed Russia to the free world.

In 1907 a Jew Beilin was charged with a blood libel.

However not more than ten
years later the worst fears of the Russian Czars were realized.

Jews represented 75% of the ruling party of the Communists who succeeded to over throw the Czar and set up a Communist government in Russia that lasted until 1990. Although Jews represented a fraction of one per cent in Russia Jewish brains were the engine for the leadership role in setting up a successful campaign that toppled the Czar
defeated the White Russians who supported the Czar and liberated over 200 million non Jewish peasants in 1917-1920.

Unfortunately, Jewish members of the Soviet leadership were killed by Stalin and the other non Jewish Soviet leaders of the Communist party.

It was these non Jewish leaders who are responsible for
the deaths of over 25 million Russians in the Soviet plans of converting Russia to a great industrial power.

China imitated the example of Russia and set up a Communist government that exists to this day in 2013.

Like wise the Chinese dictator Mao and his followers are responsible in the deaths from starvation and murder of over
40 million Chinese in order to convert China to become a great industrial power.

Chapter 5

In addition to the enigma of Jewish survival for the last 2,000 years there is an other enigma. How come Jews who represent less than a fraction of
one percent of the world population have the greatest number percentage wise in the world of intellectuals inventors scientists physicians attorneys College professors jurists leaders of Capitalism Socialism humanism. Why?

The answer is the following:

Josephus the Jewish historian living 2000 years ago claims that at the time of King
Solomon 3000 years ago there existed 60 million Jews at the time. These figures are not substantiated by Will Durant the historian who wrote numerous volumes of world Civilization. In his volume Christ and the Age of Belief Durant claims that at the time of the Jewish rebellion against Rome 70 ACE and 130 ACE there existed 7 million Jews in the entire Roman empire who fought the Romans.
When one takes into account that in the year 770 BCE ten of the twelve Hebrew tribes -the Northern Kingdom were defeated and exiled by the Assyrians. Thus only two tribes Judea and Benjamin were left. Doing simple algebra if \( \frac{2}{12}x = 7,000,000 \). Solving for \( x = 42,016,806 \). Any way we look at it if Josephus had the right number or if Durant has the right number or if both numbers are correct Josephus related the
number of Jews at the time of Solomon and Durant relates the number of Jews at the time of the revolt against Rome, nevertheless, according to both counts Jews today should number billions. What happened to all the Jews?

The answer is that they were killed forced to assimilate convert and disappeared.

Who were left?
The answer is that by survival
of the fittest, only the most gifted talented and creative survived. Jews who were able to invent solutions when no one else could survived.

THAT IS WHY Jews again must live up to the challenge of the Europeans who have put in place a boycott of all Israelis who live in Judea Shomron Golan and Eastern Jerusalem
does not lie and Jewish creativity will over come the hatred of these Europeans.

CHAPTER 6

100 years of the Jewish experience with the Arabs has taught Jews one lesson. You cannot trust any Palestinian. This has been reinforced by over 20 years experience with the Oslo agreement. 1992 - 2013.
We offered the Palestinians peace and friendship they responded with murder.

There never existed in the minds of the Palestinians ant room for a two state solution.

The Palestinians understand only strength. There does not exist any compromise.
They already state that in any Palestinian state there will not be allowed any Jew.

It is a crime to legally give birth to the non existent Palestinians.

Unless Jews accept them and grant them legitimacy they have nothing.

It is a crime to relinquish control of one centimeter of Jewish land.
WHEN THEY HAVE CONTROL THE END GAME ALWAYS REMAINED TO THROW THE JEWS INTO THE SEA. TO KILL ALL THE JEWS AND DESTROY ISRAEL.

THAT IS THE END GAME OF THE EUROPEANS AND ALL THE ARABS.

A LEOPARD DOES NOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS. A RABS AND EUROPEANS DO NOT CHANGE THEIR
HATRED FOR JEWS. THE ONLY GOOD JEW FOR THE ARABS AND EUROPEANS IS DEAD JEW.

THE MORE CONCESSIONS JEWS GIVE THE CLOSER THEY COME TO THE GRAVE.

Torah law mandates that Jews DEFEND THEMSELVES. GOD WILL NOT DEFEND
THE JEWS UNLESS THEY FIGHT.

IF IN THE PROCESS OF DEFENDING THEMSELVES THEY KILL ONE ENEMY IT IS OK. IF THEY KILL 100 ANTI-SEMITES IT IS OK. IF THEY KILL 1000 IT IS OK. IF THEY KILL 1 MILLION IT IS OK. IF THEY KILL 1 BILLION IT IS OK.

ONE CAN VIOLATE ALL LAWS TO SAVE ONESELF.
CERTAINLY THE LAWS LAID DOWN BY THE SAME PEOPLE WHO WERE SILENT OR ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED 70 YEARS AGO IN THE MURDER OF 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN CAN BE VIOLATED. THEY CARRY NO SANCTITY.